
Just Say Know
Safer Substance Use Strategies and Resources



Assumptions & frameworks 

� A good relationships with drugs (any drug) is 
possible

� If it sounds a little dramatic, it probably is

� “Illegal substance use” IS NOT interchangeable 
with “problem substance use”- just ask the DSM!

� Asking people to disclose/catalogue drug use puts 
them in a vulnerable position

� The dose makes the poison

� Maximizing pleasure is just as important as 
reducing harm





Language, media, culture 



“Meth has emerged as nothing short of a 
weapon of mass destruction,” declared Marion 
County Oregon’s district attorney



“When Heroin hits the white suburbs
suddenly it’s not a crime problem, 

it’s a health problem”







A Good Relationship with Drugs 

� You know the substance is a drug and what it 
does to your body

� You experience a useful effect over time

� You can take it or leave it

� You are free from adverse effects on health or 
behavior 

(Weil, 2004)



Harm Reduction is NOT the easier, softer way

�It requires more work

�It requires more thought

�It requires more patience

�It requires more creativity

�It requires more support

�It requires more experimentation

�It requires more discipline 



Drug, Set and Setting

� Zinberg studied individuals who used heroin but avoided 
developing physical dependence

� Recreational users made sensible decisions

� The user—not the drug—sets the parameters of the 
person-substance relationship 

Drug: pharmacology

Set: individual drug user

Setting: contexts of drug use

(Zinberg, 1984)      



DRUG
Amount, Type, Purity, 

Legality, Route of 
administration, Mixing, 

Frequency of use

SETTING
People, Places, Stress in 
life (big events, money 

problems), Support 
system, Social and 

cultural attitudes toward 
drug use

SET
Expectations of the drug, 

Reasons for using, Biological 
factors, Physical health, 

Mental health or emotional 
state, Cultural identity, and 

Sense of belonging

.



“Aw man, not another “and 
here’s another way you can 
get sick and die” infomercial. 
You know we hear this shit all 
the time, right? Don’t you 
think we already know that 
just doing this is bad for us? 
That’s the main reason that I 
shoot dope in the first place. 
The thrill. Don’t be a Dr. 
Killjoy, man. There’s enough 
of them kind of doctors 
already in our faces. Why 
don’t you try somethin‘ else 
for a change – tell me how I 
can get more good, not how 
I’m gonna feel more bad.”

-Scott, HRC, 2011



Practicing Substance  Use 
Management (SUM)

�Harm Reduction & SUM in particular are an 
exercise in specificity

�Harm Reduction & SUM can expand our 
understanding of potential harms (It should 
not ignore any of them)

�You will need to know a lot about drugs & 
drug use AND you may/will need to get this 
knowledge from your clients (and the 
internet, but trust real people!)



Psychedelics, Novel Psychoactive 
Substances, “Legal” Highs





The internet is a total frenemy

• Bluelight.org
• Erowid.org
• Globaldrugsurvey.com
• EcstasyData.org
• DrugCocktails.ca
• StreetRx.com

Avoid:
• “SWIM”, etc.
• Not moderated
• Allows sourcing









“A good rule of thumb is that if a drug 
user ends up on the news, he probably 

did something unusual.”
-Carl Hart



Breakout!

� Injecting

� Smoking

� Designer/research chemicals/MDMA

� 30 min at each station

� Rotate clockwise around the room















Things to consider when passing 
along drug info

� What is the benefit of the info?

� How will it affect practices?

� Does it differ substantially from existing 
messages?

� Details, details, details!

� Does it make you think “Why on earth would any 
normal person [fill in the blank]?”

� What is the source of info’s agenda?



Keeping safe: MDMA



Keeping safe: cathinones



Keeping safe: cannabinoids 



Discussion

� Thoughts?

� If all this good info and resources are 
available, why don’t people do it perfectly?

� How can we envision implementing this in 
our own practice, milieu?



Thank you! Questions?

Contact

� Valery Shuman: vshuman@heartlandalliance.org

� Matthew Silver: m-r-silver@msn.com

� Loki Averro: chicagodancesafe@gmail.com

� Dan Bigg: danb@anypositivechange.org

� Maya Doe-Simkins: mdoesimkins@gmail.com



Additional Info for your reference

• Bluelight.org

• Erowid.org

• Globaldrugsurvey.com

• EcstasyData.org

• DrugCocktails.ca

• StreetRx.com

� Dan Bigg’s Substance Use Management Article:

� http://www.anypositivechange.org/SUM.pdf



How can I provide SUM choices?

�Ask the Participant: “What do you think 
would be most useful or helpful at this 
point?”

�Ask permission to provide options: “Some 
people who have been in a similar situation 
have found a couple of things helpful – would 
you like to hear what they are?”

�Always let the participant know that they 
have the final choice



Substance Use Management
(Bigg, 2001)

SET (INDIVIDUAL) RELATED:

�Considering the personal benefits/purposes of 
use

�Exploring person’s hopes/expectations about 
use and how this relates to the drug 
experience

�Considering alternatives to accomplishing the 
same ends desired through drug use

�Developing constructive personal rituals 
around drug use

�Exploring, discussing a persons experience of 
shame about drug use



Substance Use Management
(Bigg, 2001)

DRUG RELATED:

� Abstinence from one or more drugs and for a 
limited or open period of time

� Switching routes of administration

� Decreasing amount of drug used (heroin vs. crack 
cocaine)

� Decreasing frequency of use (crack cocaine vs. heroin)

� Decreasing concentration of drugs used

� Formal and informal drug substitution

� Considering risks and benefits of combining drugs

� Learning drug purification and drug purity testing 
measures

� Education and tools for safer drug use



Substance Use Management
(Bigg, 2001)

SETTING (ENVIRONMENT) RELATED:

� Separating drug use from other important tasks

� Creating a safer use environment by considering 
where, with whom, and when it occurs, reducing 
outside responsibilities when using, initiating safer 
purchase/possession practices

� Working to address affordability of use

� Considering mediation with others regarding drug-
related problems

� Consider utility of sobriety support groups

� Learning about overdose prevention

� Developing a relationship with a respectful, 
knowledgeable health care provider

� Learning about legal issues/risks related to drug use



Substance Use Management
(Bigg, 2001)

OTHER:

� Share and discuss alternative models of addiction

� Share and discuss short- and long-term benefits and 
negative effects of drug use

� Share and discuss all forms and types of abstinence

� Be mindful and attentive to nutritional health

� Share and discuss Responsible Drug Use…


